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Max. Marks : 100

(10x2=20)

(6x5=30)

I

Time : 3 Hours

lnstruction : Answer all the Sections.

SECTION - A
l. Answer any ten of the following :

1) Define Roundoff Error.

2) Write the formula for secant method. '

3) Write the Langrange's interpolation method.

41 
: Write the formula for Newton's Flaphson method.
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5) construct a fonruard difference tabte for the following data :

o) write the simpson,s (*)'' formura.

7) Write the Newton's Backward interpotation method.
8) Explain Gauss-elimination method for system of linear equation.
9) Find the geometric mean of the following series 16, 62s, 2s6, g1.

1O) Find the median 3t tf," following data 10, 15, g, 25, 1g.

11) Write the alternate formula for Kprl Pearson's coefficient of correlation.
12) Define conditional probability.

SECTION - B

ll. Answer any six of the following :

13) Find the root of the equation x3 -7x + 5 = 0 by using bisection method in
6 stages.

x 0 1 2 3 4
Y 8 11 o 15 6

P.T.O,



14) Estimate f(7.5) from the table :
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15) Using Langrange's formula find f(10) from the following data :

Qdx
16) Evaluate I -= by Trapezoidal rule'' 01+x

17) Evatuate ? 
d* bY SimPson'' []].n "1"'lr.- -' -... r- \8'] '

18) solve byGauss-Jacobi method x+2y *z-=3,2x+ 3y+32,3x-y+ 27=13'

19) solve the system of equation by Grout',s LU decomposition method'

\ + x2 * Xs = 1, 4x, + 3x, - Xg = 6' 3x'' + 5x, + 3xt = 4'

20) Determine the machine representation of the decimal number 492.234375

in both single precision and double precision'

SECTION - C

lll. Answer any six ol the following : (6x5=30)

21) Solve the system of equation by Gauss elimination method.

x + y + z l-'g, 2x + Y' z -0, 2x + 5Y + 77 =52

22) Solve by Gauss.Seidal method 1ox + y + z= 12, x + 10y + Z= 12,

23)

24)

25',)

x+y+102=12.

Find the largest eigen value of tl,re matrix 
^ 

= [: i)
solve :l = *' *y''y(0) = 1 by P'rcard's method'

trv

Using Taylor's series lind the solution of x'fr = r-y' y(2) =2 alx= 2'1

correct to five decimal Places.

x 5 6 o 11 .

f(x) 12 13 1l 16
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26') Solve g=x+y with initial conditiony= 1 when x= 0when X= 0.2 using'dx
Flunge Kutta method.

27) Find the mean from the following method by shortcut method'

28) Compute Harmonic mean of the following series :

SECTION . D

lV. Answer any four ol the following :
(4x5=20)

30) Calculate Karl Pearson's
weight of the children.

coefficient of correlation between the age and

34)

State and prove BaYe's theorem.

Find the probab'rJjtY that in a family of 4 children there will be

i) Atleast one boY

ii) Atleast one boy and atleast one girl.

A die is thrown twice and the sum of the number appearing is observed to

be 6. what is the conditional probability that the number 4 has appeared

at least once ?

32)

33)

x 6 7 8 I 10 11

I 4 6 I 5 2 8

29) compute the standard deviation of the following data :

Calculate the rank correlation of the following :

xl+s 481 65 57 131 60 37 48 I 7811 54


